A framework for alignment of on-board imagers of medical linear accelerators.
To develop an assumption-free methodology for aligning the geometry of on-board imagers with the geometry of medical linear accelerators applied in image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT). Alignment of the on-board imaging (OBI) system with respect to the accelerator system is achieved using a multi-modular phantom described elsewhere (Tabor et al., 2017), enabling the geometry of the linear accelerator to be specified without any pre-assumptions. The placement of two isocentres (of the on-board imager and of the therapeutic system) and of three frames of reference (those of the on-board imager, of the therapeutic system, and of the treatment table) is formulated as an optimization problem. It is solved by analysing the images of fiducial points positioned in 3D space in phantom modules attached to the treatment table and to the collimator of the accelerator. Fiducials are projected onto an imaging plane of unknown characteristics from a virtual source of unknown coordinates. An analytical framework exploiting projection images of the proposed multi-modular phantom has been developed, enabling precise alignment of the reference frame related to the on-board imager with the reference frame related to the therapeutic system. Within the proposed framework, the necessary corrections of treatment table positioning prior to patient irradiation, are delivered in the treatment table coordinates.